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Doyle Electric Inc. Joins the TEGG Service Network  

TEGG Franchise Network Expands into South Louisiana  
  

Canonsburg, PA – February 13, 2018 – ABM Franchising Group, LLC, a subsidiary of ABM 
Industries Incorporated, a leading provider of facility solutions, announced that Doyle Electric, 
Inc., has signed an agreement to join its TEGG franchise network. Doyle Electric, Inc., is a leading 
full-service provider of electrical contracting for south Louisiana. TEGG is a franchise brand of 
ABM Franchising Group, an operating unit of ABM.  
   

“We are very pleased to have Doyle Electric, Inc., join the TEGG network and look forward to 
working with them,” said Bruce Phibbs, Senior Vice President of ABM Franchising Group. “We 
are proud to be able to help them grow their business by including TEGG testing and maintenance 
in their offerings.”  

  

Baton Rouge-based Doyle Electric, Inc., is a family-owned business established in 1978, which 
provides comprehensive preventive and proactive electrical system maintenance solutions to 
commercial buildings and the construction industry. Services include full pre-construction 
services, BIM modeling, prefabrication and a fully-equipped office and field management staff for 
construction projects, with around-the-clock responsiveness from a team of service technicians. 

 
Doyle Electric, Inc., will expand its offerings to include TEGG’s full range of services, including 
comprehensive testing, inspection and power quality and efficiency studies, and predictive and 
proactive preventive maintenance for a variety of facilities. The company plans to reinforce its role 
as a partner in its clients’ operations and provide more in-depth information on facilities’ building 
maintenance and electrical distribution systems as a TEGG contractor. 

 

“Joining the TEGG network gives us an opportunity to invest in the future of our business, and the 
success of our clients and team members,” said Beau Leitner, Vice President of Operations and 
General Manager of Doyle Electric, Inc. “TEGG provides an unparalleled training curriculum which 
will ensure our clients receive the safest, highest level of preventive maintenance and testing 
available. By becoming a part of the TEGG network, we’re maximizing our ability to enhance 
communities throughout south Louisiana.” 

 

Doyle Electric, Inc., has more than 120 employees; serves a wide range of large commercial and 
healthcare facilities throughout south Louisiana; and are one of the few commercial contractors 
in the region with an established off-site prefabrication shop.  
 

ABM Franchising Group offers a portfolio of franchise networks that deliver mechanical and 
electrical service and preventive maintenance solutions to commercial and industrial buildings. 
ABM Franchising Group consists of two franchise brands: Linc Service and TEGG. Doyle Electric, 
Inc., will operate under the TEGG franchise brand.   

  

ABOUT ABM   

  

ABM is a leading provider of facility solutions with revenues of approximately $5.5 billion and 
approximately 130,000 employees in 350+ offices throughout the United States and various 
international locations. ABM's comprehensive capabilities include janitorial, electrical & lighting, 
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energy solutions, facilities engineering, HVAC & mechanical, landscape & turf, mission critical 
solutions and parking, provided through stand-alone or integrated solutions. ABM provides 
custom facility solutions in urban, suburban and rural areas to properties of all sizes - from schools 
and commercial buildings to hospitals, data centers, manufacturing plants and airports. ABM 
Industries Incorporated, which operates through its subsidiaries, was founded in 1909. For more 
information, visit www.abm.com.  
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